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THE UNIVERSITY OF MAINE NEWSPAPER SINCE 1875

•Family and Friends Weekend

Engineers use cardboard to race down Stillwater
By Matt Wickenheiser

Stan Writer
Native Americans made canoes
out of birch hark. The Old Town
Canoe company uses a type of fiberglass. University of Maine mechanical engineers use cardboaid.
The first cardboard canoe race
was held yesterday on the Stillwater River behind the steam plant
parking lot.
"it's a long-standing argument
that the engineering department
doesn'tdo anything real," Michael
Bush,contestcoordinator.said."So
this is real."
Each of the 50 teams consisted
of one or two people and had one
hour to construct their crafts.
Teams received one piece of
ii‘e by 12 foot cordboard,two utility knives and I 10 yards oftape. No
plans.pencilsor paper were allowed.

The cardboard was single corrugated. impregnated with a resin
for waterproofing. "Like a papel
cup," Bush said.
The first place winner received
$75,second place got$25 and third
won $10. Small canoe paddles
were donated by Oki Town Canoe
for runners-up, most spectacular
sinking and design winners.
The proceeds from the event
will go to victims of Hurricane
Andrew in Florida.
While the entrants built their
crafts,severaljudges wandered the
area to ensure fairness and to enforce the roles.
Arthur Pete, the laboratory coordinator for M.E.classes, was one
of the judges.
'There are some g000 designs
here,on land they look goc.1," Peot
See CANOES on page 5
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Terry Cyr tries to right his capsized craft in Sunda
y's Cardboard Canoe Race.(Wickeo
heiser photo.)

•Helpline

Student helpline respoads to serious, 111;11"r criSL31`'
By Jennifer Littlefield

spond to calls about acadeinic stress, the calls won't be from someon
e
anxiety, homesickness and depres- who has just been raped or form
sion.
someone who is suicidal, but the
Homesickness, depression or
Volunteers also learn to handle volunteers know what to do in these
loneliness can affect everyone at calls from rape victims, substance
situations."
one time or another.
abusers, people who are suicidal
A three-year veteran ofthe HelThe Student Helpline is avail- and people with questions about pline
said she doesn't dread getable to help students deal with these homosexuality, homophobia,
ting calls of a serious nature.
and other, more serious problems. AIDS and S f.)s.
"I look forward to helping the
The Helpline is staffed by vol"The volunteers at the Helpline people who call. What I worry
unteers who have attended four are always prepared for the worst."
about are the people who don't call
three-hour training sessions. Dur- April Colburn, a counselor at Cutand should," she said.
ing training, they learn how to re- ler Health Center, said. "Most
of
She said volunteers can't always solve a person's problems on
Family and Friends Weekend
the phone but try to help the caller
arrive
at their own decisions with'4
.
74
4
"
1
out giving advice.
Callers learn what choices they
have to deal with their problem on
Volunteer Writer

their own,or they can be referred someone to talk to," Camp said.
to a counselor who has more trainThe volunteers at the Helpline
ing.
do not share their own biases or
"The best the volunteer can do feelings with callers. They enis to help the caller feel as good as courage the caller to do most of
the
possible at the moment," Colbum talking and decide what they want
said. "If the volunteer is talking to to share.
someone for hours, the caller can
They don't give advice because
be referred to a counselor so they if the caller followed the advice of
can discuss their problem in- a volunteer and it didn't work, it
depth."
could compound the problem and
The Helpline is also there for make it harder to solve. Mostly,the
people who don't have life-threat- volunteer is there to listen, give
ening problems. Jennifer Camp, reassurance and support the caller.
manager of the Student Helpline,
"We are not into counseling
said people shouldn't hesitate to because that's done at the Counselcall ifsomething is bothering them. ing Center," Lois Latour,a former
"We encourage students to call
if they feel uptight, or just need
See HELPLINE on page 5

•Film series

Topical wim ie scries planned
for Thursday nights
By Kim Dineen
Staff Writer

. •
_

Medieval knights joust on the mall at Saturday's Organizational Fair.(Boyd photo.)

If you're not in the mood to
blow a few brain cells with quarter
drafts at Geddy's, then do something a little different Thursday
nights, check out the new film series being shown in the Memorial
Union.
The series is titled Not on The
Mall — afilm series about contemporary social issues. Eight movies
are scheduled for the series and
they are ones which few students
have likely seen. From interracial
relationships to labor relations and

strikes, each picture deals with a
different. sensitive topic.
"I think that this is a great example of diversity," Cheryl Daly,
assistant dean for Multicultural
Programs, said. "But people tend
to think of diversity in terms of
ethnic minority groups. The series
has something in it for everyone.
"This university strives to be
pluralistic and people wonder what
that is. Well,this is it, this is pluralism," she said.
Daly organized the film series
over the summer after seeking input. advice and recommendations
from students and faculty. 'This

kind of alternative programming is
just filling a need on campus," she
said. "It gives people another option for something to do."
According to Daly. the closest
place to see low-profile films like
these is either the Criterion Theater
in Bar Harbor or the Railroad
Square Cinema in Waterville.
"It's about time that serious
movies are being shown on this
campus," Marie Tessier, journalism professor. said. "It's ridicu
bons having to go to Ellsworth or
Waterville to see shows like this.Sec FILMS on page 7
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Stepping Out
An&

Jody M yeis

In M2", I walked through graduation ceremonies, promised
my parents I'd pass Astronomy in the summer, and promptly
stepped out into the real world.
It was scary.
The first grown-up thing I did was to btiy a car. The first
thing I learned was that used car dealers are slime balls acting out the same used
car dealer skit.
First you enter the lot. And then 10 guys in cheap suits rush at you and throw
their business cards; the cards scatter like confetti around your ears.
You pick up on.- card and the lucky salesman launches into a personal soliliquy about his family, his background, his --oh, gosh. oh golly,—his shy little
self. By gosh he's not like the other guys.
Then you go to Ls desk and tOs kids' report cards and character testimonials
written by some old aunt are plastered everywhere.
He looks at you and the gleam in his eye is caught by a false front tooth, and
blinded, you fall off the chair. Before you hit the floor, you hear him say the
1986 VW that was a leased vehicle since it came off the lines is a steal for
$7000.
So anyway, I finally get a car and then go to the bank with mother in tow
ready to get that loan. How hard can it be?
The loan lady was well dressed and secure behind her desk. She didn't seem
to understand how hip my college T-Shirt was. Then she asked me something.
"Income? Well, I'm a waitress."
Bad answer. Try again.
"Well, once I went to France and played my flute and passed the hat afterwards and made, say, $10,000...uh, no. I spent it."
So on we went and with a lecture and my mother's signature we got the loan
eventually.
And after paying insurance, excise tax, gas, oil, tolls—and of course, vanity
plates—I sped up to Orono, pulled into my driveway, and...hit a telephone poll.
The adjuster said,"Yep, that will be about $800." —That's impossible," I said.
It only took me two seconds to hit the telephone poll in my very own driveway.
So since 1 had recently stepped out into the real world. I paid for it like an
adult. And then begged the bank not to notify my co-signer.
The car got fixed and my ego was bruised. I called the Business Office and
told them not to get stressed out if my payments were slow. Or non-existant.
A week after that, my neighbor paid a visit. Evidently, some kids had vandled
the church next door, and there were scattered bullets lodged in the church. Any
problems?
Why yes, someone had shot my car.
Estimate? $400, probably more.
Augh-h-h-h-h-h!
So that's what life is like, folks, after stepping out. Working like hell and
never quite catching up. Having to plan (how horrible) for unforseen emergencies. And needing your sleep because otherwise you deflate like a bad
balloon.
But it sure beats begging your parents for the car.
Jody Myers has been in schoolfor a long time, but she will be leaving soon.
/MI
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Technology is on
The last few budget cuts have virtually stripped the University of Maine, and
evidently legislators believe there are still
edges that need trimming.
Nevertheless,whileeach cut has made
the university stumble, it has never faltered. The technology here has surged
forward,making thisinstitution quitecompetitive with other New England colleges
in a relatively short period of time.
Four yearsago,every residential hall had
triples,and each wing had but one telephone.
The average wait to call out at night wastwo
hours,and tempers flared easily.
First-,-ear-studentsin 1988wereequipped
with phones in each mom by graduation.
Four years ago, there were simply a
handful of computer clusters, most of
which were inaceesible because of long
lines, and a lack of in-depth computer
training in many secondary schools.

Now, there are clusters everywhere,
and students are accustomed tocompleting
assignments with the help ofa MacorIBM.
It hardly seems like an exotic or difficult
task now.
The university is to be commended
for notshuffling its feet,and instead being
decisive and quick when it comesto making Maine's students competitive.
Since 1988, a new science and business building has been constructed; also,
an entire section ofCutler Health Centeris
dedicated to women's health.
Women's Health isstaffed by dedicated
professionals who always go the extra mile
for each client. Not too long ago,there was
but one mom and one horribly overworked
doctor left to heal thousands of women.
The university,as any other institution,
has problems and weak spots. However,in
terms of technology,it's right on track.

•Trash

Clean up the campus
What's up with the garbage?
Lately there seems to be more waste
floating around on thiscampus.Not wasted
(as in people) but trash like paper plates,
cans and even copies of The Maine Campushave been found on afew park benches
.
Foracampus which is constantly striving to become environmentally
correct,
why are we suddenly leaving our
trash
lying around?
We have moved to using product
s
which arerecyclable but thatdoesn't
mean
if left on the ground they will be
biodegradable and become one with the
earth.
It's not like an apple core, it's
more like
hard core trash that needs to find its
way
into a trash can.

It's not particunrly pleasure • • walk by
Fernald Hall and see the rerr.kuits ofsomeone's lunch left on the picnic table. Actually,
it looked like the remainsofacouple people's
lunches. What is so difficult about taking the
trash inside? There aren't hale garbage troll'
walking around this campus picking up the
goodies we leave behind.Facilities Management has a hard enough time doing it.
It'snota problem withrecycling,UMathe
seems to be adapting well on that environmental front This campus is increasingly
becoming awareofthe blue waste papercans
for recyclable paper. So why are people
ignoring the cans for the normal trash?
Mom always said pick up your things,
so why don't we?
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•Public Safety

afety an issue at UMaine,says Public Safety
By Matt Wickenheiser

HATE

Staff Writer

'NYONE.

University of Maine students may not
think much about personal safety. Following simple advice given by UMaine Public
Safety may help keep it that way.
"Although we haven't had any serious
crimes," Crime Prevention Officer Alan
Stormar said,"I'm awful afraid of giving a
false sense of security."
According to Charlie Chandler,assistant
director of Public Safety, alcohol is a factor
in most campus crimes.
"If you're going to drink," Chandler
said,"do it in moderation.
'Things happen that wouldn't have happened if alcohol hadn't been involved."
He said knowing you companions is an
important safety measure, especially when
drinking.
"The rape complaints we get ,inually
always involve alcohol on the part of one
participant or the other or both," he said.
According to Chandler, more alcohol
restrictions aren't th. answer. Education
about alcohol and what it docs is neoesSary
"You can be drinking with your good
best buddy," Chandler said, "and all of a
sudden your good best buddy isn't your
good best buddy anymore because of the
effect of alcohol."
Stonnan advised knowing and feeling
comfortable with the areas you walk through.
"Walk in liehted are,ls, don't take shortcuts, and know where the emergency call
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boxes are," he said.
Chandler said by projecting a secure and
confident image, your chances of being attacked are lowered.
"Stay aware of where you are and of
your surroundings," he said.
Storman urged calling the police immediately if something arouses suspicion.
'Trust your instincts," he said."Ifsomething feels wrong, something probably is
wrong."
"We don't have people here who break
into rooms," Chandler said."We have people who do not respect the property of others,and if they are provided the opportunity
of an unlocked door, they will take advantage of it."
Chandler said some of these people are
associated with the uulversity, while others
wander onto campus.
"How many people were at the last football game?"Chandler asked."By the nature
of the university, we attract not only those
we want from the nearby communities, but
those we don't want."
Chandler said he doesn't cotrider any
parts of oampus inherently Loo.ale but suggested using the lighted paths when going
from dorms to the Memorial Union and
library.
These paths are continually maintained
and improved,and Stonnan encourages students to bring poor lighting or overgrown
bushes to his department's notice.
He said the ideal lighting situation would
be to make night as bright as day,but due to

anti-light pollution laws and cost, this is not
feasible.
He urged students to bring a friend or use
the campus escort service when walking in
a remote or dark area.
The bookstore provides several inexpensive personal alarm devices, no larger
than a small flashlight. Storman suggested

I

4.

bringing these and flashlights when walking
on campus at night.
Chandler said the campus and all of the
surrounding towns are under the 911 emergency phone number system.
"There is no one great wonderful thing
that you can do," he said. "But there are a
variety of little things you can do."

Campus crIme

UMahie police blotter
Daniel McCarthy, 19, of Hancock
Hall, was summonsed to Third District
':rort in P Ingot for 9/25/92 for possession of alcohol by a minor at the Knox
Hall parking lot on 9/3/92.
Sean 1)onouhue, 19, of Beverly, Mass.,
was arrested and charged with O.U.1 on
Squaptin Road on 9/3/92. Court date is set
for 9/25/92.
Jason Plata, 20,of Bangor, was arrested
on Sebago Road on 9/6/92 and char.Recl with
theft of a motor vehicle, O.U.I., ope.raung
after licence suspension, and possession of
alcohol by a minor. He was ailaigned to
Third District Court on 9/8/92,and pled not
guilty. Trial is set for 10/8/92.
Richard Jones,20,of York Village, was
sunimonsed toThird District Court for 9/25/
92for possession ofalcohol by a minor after
an incidrpi 916/92 on Aiiagash Road.
Wyatt Tripp, 18, of Bar Harbor, was

summonsed to ThiniDistrictCotu tfor 10M
92 for possession ofdrug paraphernalia and
possession of mati;Faana at Penobscot Hall
on 9/10/92.
Timothy Morin, t 3, of Sarf.1,•••ct.•

summonsed for 10/9/92 to Third District
Courtfo, possession of marijuana at Hilltop
Complex on 9/12/92.
Joluma Flood,21,of Hancock Hall, was
summonsed for 10/9/92 for possession of
marijuana on 9:
Jchn stewart,20,ofPark Street,Orono, was summonsed to Third District

Court for 10/9/92 for criminal mischief
after an incident 9/14/92 in the York
parking lot.
Benjamin Car, 20, of Westbrook, was
arrested and charged with O.U.I. and criminal mischiefon 9/14/92in the York parking
lot. He was bailed for Third District Court
on 10/9/92.
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Apple Macintosh PowerBooli 145 4/40

Apple Macintosh Classic 11

Get over'400 wofth of preloaded softwire when you buy one of the
Apple Macintosh'computers showii at,ove at our best prices ever.
And if you are interested in financing options, be sure to ask for
details about the Apple Computer Loan. But hurry, because student

Apple Maciniii

Apple Macintosh llsi

aid like this is only available through October 15, 1992 — and only at
your authorized Apple campus reseller.

Visit Computer Connection
11 Shibles Hall
or call 581-2519
(0 1992 Apple Computer, Inc Apple, the Apple kiwi and Marin:ash are registered trademario t Apple Computer. IN arm( is a registered trademark Iscensed to Apple Computer. Inc PowerBook is a traderrurk of Appk Computer Inc
The Randier House Errillopedu is a tradem.dc
of Random Hocise, Inc Arnerx an Heritage Elecironx Duty 4111V, Electronic Thesaurus, and CorrecText' developed by Houghton Muffin Comparre, publisher of The Amencan Hentgge
0101(111411-Y and Roget s II The New Thesaurus CorrecText underlying technology deseloped bs
Language SVSterlIc, Inc Calendar Creator is a trademark , Power Tp Software Corporation. ResurneWnter z trademark of Boorware Software Compam,Int
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•The Maine Center for the Art,

Tribute to Balenchine kicks off1992-93 MCA season
By Kristy Marriner
Staff Writei

Principal dancers from the New York City Ballet in a selection from the ballet
"Apollo."(Kiesow photo.)

The Not Ready For
Bedtime Players
•An interactive & educational theater troupe
•Production "Everything You Thought You Knew
About Sex...And Much More."

The Maine ('enter for the Arts opened its
1992-93 season Sunday night with a tribute to
one of the world's most renowned choreographers, George Balanchine
Seventeen principal dancers from the New
York City Ballet, which lialanchine helped
found,presented excerpts from five ofhis most
famous ballets.
tisk y • Tchaik Featuring music by Stay.
ovsky, and Gershwin, the hallvis ratiptil in
stylesfrom the classical pas de dens to the must
unusual of contemporary ballet.
The first selection was an excerpt from
Apollo. to the music of Igor Stravinsky. In this
scene. Apollo dances with three muses.
This was one of the highlights of the show
which paid tribute to Balanchine's creativity
and originality in choreography
It featiued many intricate moves with all
three women dancing with Apollo at once. By
locking limbs, all four could dance close together and perform complex and beautiful
moves.
Apollo wasa fitting tribute to Balanchine.It
featured the complex and original choreography that has made him one ofthe world's finest
choreographers, and he finished Apollo when
he was only 24 years old.
Thesecond and fourth selections werefrom
Swan Lake. with music by Tchaikovsky. The
pas de deux form Act II featured classical
choreography thatfeatured long,flowing lines,
and slow, graceful lifts.
The selection from Act Ill was more fast
paced,and filled with energy. Balanchine used
many exciting lifts and spins to show off the
dancers excellent technique.

Agon was another contemporary.
ballet
which featured many different
combinations
of dancers in larger groups. The large groups
weie able to perform more intricate patterns
and creative movements,and made good use
of
the entire stage.
Most interesting aspect abctit.4gon was the
way the choreography fit so well with the music
by Stravinsky. Two separate groups could be
doing conipletely different movements,yet both
fit the eclectic music well.This was most incressive. because Stravinsky's music has no distinct
melody,and the heat is hard to recognize.
The pas de deux from Agon was the most
impressive part of the performance. It displayed Balanchine's genius in contemporary
choreography with complex moves and intricate lifts that required incredibk, balance and
abnormal flexibility.
The final selections were excerpts bail
modem ballet Who Cares? with favorite son ,
by George Gershwin.
The show-stopper wasIGotRhythm which
mixed ballet with jazz for an upbeat and energetic crowd pleaser that received many curtain
calls.
BalaWINIIIIMMIIMIEPP.:,ant; tiained
at the Imperial Ballet School in St Petersburg.
He came to the United States in 1933 and
helped form the New York City Ballet, whiciis now considered one of the finest compa,
in the world.
Hisextensive music training along with his
classical ballet training makes him able to
communicate with composers and translate
music into dance.
The dancers of the New York City Ballet
paid a fitting tribute worthy oftheir choreographer and founder, as well as providing a high
quality of ballet not often equaled in Maine.

Have you put fish in your ears yet?
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*Meets every Wednesday 7:00Pm to 9:00Pm to learn,
rehearse, and perform.
*Accepting applications until September 25th.
*Applications are available at Cutler Health Center
Room12.

STOP BY OUR
, TABLE BY THE
tai FOR 4
IJAYERs.c.6?>,
MEMORIAL
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11:00-1:00PM
Monday
September 21

Thursday
Everything you thought
you knew about ace
...and much more.

September 24

DARKROOMS
Develop your film at
The Union.
There is a $10 user fee per semester including
free chemicals and instruction. See Andy at the
Darkroom,3rd floor of The Union,on Mondays
11:30am1:30pm and Tuesdays
12:30pm-1:30pm.
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•Healthspeak

Healthspeak opens season with health care in Maine
By Lori Glazier
Staff Writer
Last fall, Studeat Health Services introduced a new program called Healthspeak to
eciuc ate and inform people about community health issues.
The program starts up again this year on
Wednesday with universal health care in
Maine as the topic of discussion.
Healthspeak, co-sponsored by the Memorial Union,is a "monthly, brown bag
lunch series at the Union that focuses on
contemporary health issues,' Nursing Coordinator Martha Eastman said.
According to Eastman, the issues dis-

The talks have been "fairly well attendcussed may be controversial, or topics that
ed" during the iast two semesters, Eastman
people just need more information on.
The program features panels, lectures, said.
"I think it was successful. I'm looking
guest speakers or group discussions ofcomforward to good attendance this year as
munity health issues.
"We have short presentations and dis- well." she said.
"If there is a theme, it is contemporary
cussions. A topic presentation may involve
the group or just be a mini-lecture," East- health issues—with a broad definition of
health," Eastman said.
man said
She said she hopes when people hear
After the talks, there is an opportunity
the discussions and get information on an
for questions and answers.
"Group participation is important," East- issue, it will prompt some action on their
part.
man said.
The first talk,"Provess toward univer"If people have questions or opinions or
ideas, they should come and share them," sal health care in Maine," will be a panel
discussion between Joe Ditre, a member of
she said.

Consumers for Affordable Health Care and
Sue Hamlett, of the Orono corn* unity.
According to Eastman, it is a timely
subject, because there will be a public hearing held in Augusta on Oct. 17 concerning
Maine health care.
Other topics this semester include,
Women and AIDS, Oct. 20; Low-level radioactive waste disposal, Nov. 18; and the
weight loss industry, Dec. 8.
The talks are held between 12:20 and
1:30 p.m.in North and South Bangor Lounge
atthe Memorial Union.There is no charge to
attend.
For more information,look for flyers in
the Union and Cutler Health Center.

Cardboard canoes race down the Stillwater River
Al;es the r..ces, problems in design were
said."The water will be thejudge when they
discussed among team members.
get out there."
-Next year we're going to strengthen the
Brian Detwiler,an M.E.graduate student,
middle.The ends were great," Joshua Gray,
was also a judge of aesthetics and design.
"It's good experience.Some people have whose design worked well despite its early
completely wrong ideas "Detwiler said."But collapse. said.
According to Michelle Skoorka-Chalmat least they'll be the only ones who sink."
According to Pam LePaige,another race ers, Professor Ben Chapman challenged his
coordinator, there was no real basis for de- Mechanical Engineering class to participate
sign judging. Personal opinion as to what by offering a point incentive.
"Two points for entering, 10 points if
looked good and what was most creative
they beat me and 20 points to the winner,"
were the most important factors.
nqvp Foxe had great confidence in his Skoneka-ChnIniers caid
Chapman was supposed to have been her
design. 'This was actually planned out,"
Foxe said. "This is a Cadillac," added his partner, but he was unable to attend.
•Third place for design went to Michael
partner, Geoff Neiley.
It's a little ugly, but it's exactly what we Hautthome and Scott Therrien.
• Second place for design went to John
wanted," Steve Cappella said, before helping
his partner squeeze into a kayak-based design. Curtis.
• First place for design was won by
The race was run in four heats, the area
covered about 70 yards. The paddlers had to Curtis Comfort and Tim Jones.
•Most spectacular sinking went to Dave
go around a buoy 20 feet out into the river,
downriver to another buoy and back to shore. Ainaire.
•Honorable mention for the race went to
Two spotter boats watched the race,and
the water was about six feet deep at the Andrew Morrison and Chris Fife.
• Fourth place went to Pat Jones and
deepest spots.

Helpline

from pagc 1

Matthew Pallus.
•Third place was won by Curtis Comfort
and Tim Jones.
• Second place in the race went to Carl
Schlooker and Steve Merriam.
•First place, a prize of $75. was won by
Ken Batron.

"I think it went real well, we had a good
turnout," Bus}. said. "It had that zooish
quality that we like."
The contest was sponsored by the Maiac
branch of the American Society of Mechanical Engineers. Life jackets and paddles
1, ere provided t”, Maine Hound

1993 BSN
Students
VP- Enter the Air Force
1 immediately after gradua1
1
tion — without waiting for the
results of your State Boards. You
can earn great benefits as an Air
Force nurse officer. And if selected
during your senior year, you may
qualify for a five-month internship
at a major Air Force medical facility. To apply, you'll need an overall
2.50 GPA. Serve your country
while you serve your career.
USAF HEALTH PROFESSIONS
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

from page 1
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Helpline manager, said.
"We let them know we are listening
and we make a referral if needed. They
are not calling to be lectured. They want
to be listened to and to know that they
have choices."
The Student Helpline can be reached at

Why?
Because we

like you.
GREEKS & CLUBS
RAISE A COOL
$1000
IN JUST ONE VVEEKI
PLUS $1000 FOR THE
MEMBER WHO CALLS!
No obligation. No cost.
You also get a FREE
HEADPHONE RADIO
just for calling
I-800-932-0528, Ext 65

581-4020 between 5 p.m. and 8 a.m. every
day. All calls are kept confidential.

••

FOKE.

JUNIOR YEAR ABROAD IN ENGLAND AT THE UNIVERSITY OF HULL
So, you think you have put study abroad on the back burner due to the recession? Well, think again.
The University of Hull is a fully accredited institution located in the north of England. In one of the most scenic regions of England,
it is very central to all major points in England and Scotland and just a ferry away from Europe! We are a medium sued University
(7000 students) priding ourselves on the friendly atmosphere of our campus and the 200 honours degree courses on offer.
We have designed a junior Year Abroad package that is sure to beat these hard economic times. £5800 for the year covers yuLli
tuition, accommodation, round trip flight to England and back, a complete orientation week, and even a trip to Europe!
• Vast selection of courses on offer.
• Classes with British and overseas students.
• Courses transferred with proper credits.
• Accommodation guaranteed to full year students.
• U.S. government financial aid applies.
• Full time undergraduate and graduate programs also available.
• Term students welcome.
Don't let the recession stop you from pursuing one of the best experiences of University life. Contact us today!
For further information write or phone Lisa Dumais, JYA Coordinator, External Relations Office, International Section, Unisersity
of Hull, Hull, HU6 7RX, England. Telephone: 011-44-0482-465258.

II THE
UNIVERSITY
OF HULL
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•Computers

computer clusters expanding

On
By Joe Sampson
Staff Writer
Students on campus have many new
options when it comes to their computer
clusters.
A new cluster has been added to the
Memorial Union, which is available to all
students.
This cluster is located across the hall
from the Bear's Den, where the bowling
alleys used to be.
Add to this a public cluster in the library,
and most students have the option ofseveral
different clusters, as well as several different types of computers to use.
According to Mike Scott, a micro-computer specialist with Computing and InItructional Technology, or Cr!', the Union
cluster has 20 IBM 386sx computers, as
well as 23 DEC 486 and 23 Macintosh 2sis.
Scott also said (he library ciuste- contains 36 IBM 386sxs,to complement the 12

Macintosh les also there.
According to Professor Virginia Gibson,
chair of the Academic Computer Advising
Committee, these new clusters are implemented with students' computing needs in
mind.
The new clusters, coupled with existing
ones run by various departments, give students different options of location and type
of computer to use.
A new cluster has also been added on the
Bangor campus to negate the need for commuter students to drive to Orono.
According to Gibson. these new clusters are funded through the technology
fee, which is $2 for every credit hour a
student registers for. The fee is spent on
upgrading current clusters as well as addStudnnts use the new computer cluster in the Union.(Sampson photo.)
ing new machines.
Thomas Brann,chair of the technology
The committee is formed by nine mem- students. Estabrooke Hall also has a cluster,
fee committee, said the committee receives bets, live of whom are students.
which will be opened as soon as renovatioris
$500,000 to $550,000 per semesterfrom the
Gibson said the clusters in the Union and to allow handicapped access to the building
fee.
the library are not the only ones open to are con,pleted.

My pizza's cold.

Licni Nvorkers want
to stay in N. Maine

EARN $20 TOGETHER
PARTICIPATE IN A SURVEY ON CONFLICT
IN CLOSE RELATIONSHIPS.
WE ARE LOOKING FOR HETEROSEXUAL
PAKINERS WHO CONSIDER THEiviSELVES
A COUPLE

AUGUSTA. Maine (AP) — Most employees at the Loring Air Force Base would
prefer to remain in northern Maine's Aroostook County even after the bomber base is
shut down in 1994,a poll shows.
The Maine Labor Department said a sur-

Procedure: BOTH partners need to come to the laboratory
together ($10 EACH). You will sit in a room by
yourself, write about a conflict in your relationship and fill in a questionnaire. STRICTLY
CONFIDENTIAL! Your answers will not be disclosed.
When:

AFB

•Loring

residents during these difficult economic
times," he said.
State and local officials are gathering the
statistics in an effort to put dislocated workers
back on jobs as Loring moves another step
toward closure.

Most employees at Loring Air Force Base would

prefer to
remain in northern Maine,a poll shows.

From September 21, through October 30, 1992.
9:30AM•11:00AM•12:30PM•2.00PM•3:30PM•5:00PM

‘ey of military and civilian employees in the
Officials said the survey of3,500 people
Limestone area indicated that 60 percent of had generated half
that many responses.
those responding would stay in Aroostook —
A
Loring
Worker
Assistance Center, orDuration: Approx 1 hour.
ifjobs were available.
ganized by the Labor Department and the
The department also said more than nine Aroostook County
Action Program, is curout of 10 respondents desire immediate op- rently
Where:
School of Human Development
offering labor market information.
portunities for job retraining.
University of Maine at Orono
workshops for job hunters and help with
Twelve percent ofthe survey respondents resume
14 Merrill Hal!
writing.
said they were interested in starting a busi"We hope to hear by the first pan of
ness,Labor Commissioner Charles A. MorriOctober if this project will be receiving deContact:
For more information and appointments
son said.
fense conversion funds for bands-on retraincall Dr: Renate K!ein
"This is indicative of the entrepreneurial ing
581-3149
activities in skill acgoisition and further
spirit and movement we have seen in Maine
education," said Margaret Bean, the county
agency's employment and training director.
Opponents ofthe Loring closure lost a key
court battle Friday when a federaljudge rejected a lawsuit seeking to block the shutdown.
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS & FREE DELIVERY TO- MAINE WITH YOUR
U.S.District Judge Morton A.Brody grantID CHECK THESE PRiGES OUT!!
ed a summary judgment in favor of the Defense Department and the panel that devel::^4
4
oped a nationwide list of bases to be closed_
-;
Sens. George J. Mitchell and William S.
Cohen,
and Rep. Olympia J. Snowe.said the
• • ;.•••"#./0-4,
4641.4
"
.43.,
ne.„.
decision was being reviewed to determine
whether there was a basis fora further appeal.
9#C4'"66('A

_WELCOME STUDENTS
Daybeds with I.D.
Starting at $99

Complete Twin

Bed
with I.D. only $129

liVtOte
with I.D. as Low as $139

MATTRESS FACTORY

-610 WILSON §TREET;-BREWER,ME.
ON - Flit 9 AM - 8 PM - . SAT & SUN

OUTLET
989-2020

OPEN TILL 6 PM

CAN YOU MANAGE
ON AN EXTRA
$2,500?
Practical experience foi
Business/Marketing Majors:
Manage credit card promotions
on campus for a Naitonal
MarketingFirrn.Hoursflexible.
Earn up to S2,500,term.
CALL 1-800-950-8472,Ext.17.

1

•
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Science majors find a home with S-Cubed
The science departments at the Uni- called "Gravity Strikes Back: Why Buildversity Of Maine has implemented a new ings Fall Down." This symposium is one in
program to aid science majors called S- a series of Tuesday evening events. Others
Cubed.
have been "A Brief History Of Time" and
"S-Cubed is, at its heart, a residency "Why Women Are Not The Better Sex,The
program.'1'hat is, students who are studying Interior Sex, The Opposite Sex."
anything from astrophysics to zoology, get
"I want to attract students from across
together and live in Oxford Hall. Every campus,both science majors,as well as nonweek they invite one of their professors or majors, coming from either off-campus or
friends fiom across campus tojoin them foi on to take part in these very lively discusa discussion of science," Claire Moriarty, sions," Moriarty said.
Program Director tor S-Cubed, said.
S-Cubed also offers tutors to help sciTomorrow, there will be a discussion ence majors with their studies.

"We'll also be offering a very special
tutoring by.I think,really the liveliest, most
innovative tutors on campus, people who
dra passionate about their subject and want
you to learn as much as you can," Moriarty
said.
Students also have access to a Macintosh
computer on the S-cubed floor, with assistants to help with questions about the computers.
The program is also involved in a
project with the English departmePt for
this year's 1996 classbook,"Hen's Teeth

And Horse's Toes."
S-Cubed students have better access to
their professors if they have questions and
problems.
"I think Claire has done a lot for it so
far. I think a lot of turnout has been happening every Tuesday. I hope more people get
interested even though they're not in science," Joann Reed, an S-Cubed student,
said.
"We think students deserve respect.This
is a very student oriented program," Moriarty, said.

New film series
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also has a cluster,
on as renovations
ss to the building
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The Office of Multicultural Programs &
"I'm glad that they're not showing Top man who recovers from an accident, but
Special Programs. New Student Programs 40 movies. There's just no thought at all in is confined to a wheelchair due to paraland the Onward Program are sponsoring the any of those," Terry Preble, a student, said. ysis.
Student John Oszunr delivered a poiseries. Over 30other organizations are listed
"it's good to hive some alternative entertainment offered that stimulates some gnant introduction to the movie. Ostunr
as co-sponsors.
Two movies, Mississippi Masala and interest," Ricardo Moreno, a tomer stu- was in a car accident in 1986 and now
must use a cane to walk.
The Waterdance,have already been shown. dent. said.
"I have spent yesterday anguishing over
The six remaining movies are ParirmigmetIV---iiiiwriec as part of a larger
what I should say to you tonight," said
Burning;Eating; Alan & Naomi:Europa, movement on campus.
"There's a new feeling growing here— Ostunr in the introduction. "... I just yesterEuropa;American Dream and Incident at
t e opening of the coffee shop, the soup day recovered from the deepest funk of
OgIala.
The movies are shown twice Thursday k &hen moving to the Damn Yankee, and these six and a half years of living on the
night, at 7 p.m. and 9:30 p.m. in Hauck this series — they're all a part of it," Scott ()the' side °la glass wail separating me from
Wilkerson, director of the Recycling De- you that only stare back.
Auditorium.
"The most difficult part of preparing
pamnent,
said. "People are talking about
According to Daly, the response to the
having to recall to myself the events
conscious
was
more
becoming
issues; they're
series has been phenomenal,
during my rehabilitation.
experience
what's
out
and
see
At least 250 people have attended the and testing the waters to
deliver
this introduction and
had
to
But
I
two showings both Thursdays. And it has there."
long,
strange trip it has
what
a
remember
Waterdance
Last Thursday night, The
created a lot ofexcitement among the viewbeen."
was shown. It is a film about a young
ers.

Ostunr said he thought the movie portrayed handicapped people very realistically. "It's superb, particularly the opening
scene when he wakes up on the respirator; I
remember that scene well," he said.
"The Waterdance was great. I wish that
ROC(Residents on Campus)would do this
kind of programming," Bill Reed,a student,
said.
ROC and The Union Board regularly
sponsor weekend movies, but their choice
of films are primarily top box-office hits.
According to Barbara Ives, d TUB advisor,students have really enjoyed the Not on
the Mall film series, but she doesn't know if
TUB will incorporate more obscure movies
into their programming
"Members of TUB have mentioned it,
but the group hasn't made any decision yet,"
Ives said.
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Fogler Library
Introduction to Library &
information Resources
-What's in the Library and How to Find It
-How to use URSUS(The University of
Maine System's Computerized Library
Catalog)
NI '1

lit't L';

Fogler library, 1st Fl Conference Ittn

When: Tues Sept 22
Wed Sept 23

9-10 AM
9-10 AM

SUPPLIES
Northern Maine's Largest Art Store
Serving the Professional and
citlirlent Artist with a Complete
Lane of Artist Materials

Penobscot Paint Products
191 Exchange St
Bangor, ME
945-3171
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Maine Campus
photos by:
Mike Howland,
Tim Boyd,
Joe Lachowski,
Damon Kiesow,
Mike Stevens
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11111 FRIENDS WEEKEN

1892
Photos,clockwise(s'ort of): A member of the woodsman's team performs on the mall; Crowds mill
about the null as seen from the
steps of Fogler; John Schein of
Sigma Alpha Epsilon takes belly
flop for Red Cross Hurricane Relief; Denise Gremminger takes
down an opponent in women's
rugby; a pie in the face; a large
crowd turned out for Maine's losing effort in football; Max the
Clown doing a bit of juggling;
Chris Qualey goes down with his
boat in the cardboard canoe race;
caricatures done on the spot.
4110
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Your Daily
Horoscope

Entertainmer

By Carl Paul
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by Jeff MacNelly

For Monday,September 21
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You think and learn very quickty and often
display talent in several academic areas earhr in life. In a work environment your sharp
eve for detail and organizational abilities
can make you a very valuable asset. A tendency to criticize too hat-shiy can be checked
by consciously deciding not to pass judgement on others.
ARIES(March 21 - April 19): A colleague who has admired you from afar may
finally work up the courage to approach
you,if you are not intetested, make it known
in no uncertain terms that business and plea
sure don't mix now.
TAURUS(April 20 - May 20)2
ing 10 things at once is difficult enoug
v.ither.t unexpected difficulties distracting
you at the worst possible moment! Settle
down and address one problem at a time and
things seem more rianagtal-if-.
GEMINI(May 21 - June 20): If a family member isn't willing to heed advice
based on experience,then let them learn the
hard way.Sometines making your own mistakes is the only way for a lesson to stick.
CANCER(June 21 - July 22): Prepare
yourself now for a golden opportunity that
may preseat itself ',diet this fail by improving your skills through education. If you
wait until the opportunity becomes obvious,
it will be too late.
LEO(July 23- Aug.22): High emotions
cloud yourjudgement as your heart makes a
series of truly dumb mistakes. Follow the
path of reason and logic rather than random
hormonal urgings.
VIRGO (Aug. 23 - Sept. 22): Try to
remain calm as unexpected developments
make a wreak of your carefully laid plans.
Losing control won't help matters: do the
best you can to salvage the remainder of the
day. Improvise.
LIBRA (Sept. 23 - Oct. 22s#: If an associate you've been quarreling with seems
earnest in their desire to bury the hatchet,
who are you to stand in the way? Holding
onto a petty grudge is beneath you.
SCORPIO(Oct.23- Nov.21): A lack of
concentration makes it difficult to handle
even the simplest tasks this morning. Don't
fight the feeling, put off dealing with complex problems until tomorrow.
SAGITTARIUS(Nov.22 - Dec. 21): It
may seem like a dream come true when
someone you've been carrying a torch for
turns their attention your way,but in reality
you may be spoiling a perfectly good friendship or working relationship for a romance
that is doomed from the start.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): An
unexpected contact from an old school buddy stirs up a wealth of fond memories.
Relive the fun together, but try to keep in
mind that people change. You are not the
same person that you were then and neither
are they.
AQUARIUS(Jan.20- Feb.18): Everyone may be a bit thin-skinned during this
time, making it difficult to work with people
at home or on the job. Quiet, independ
ent
effort is your best move.
PISCES(Feb.19- March 20):Ignoring
a dilemma thal you don't wish to
deal with
won't make it go away! Do what is
necessary to get thejob done an don't apolog
ze to
anyone for the methods you choose.
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EntertainmentPages

By Cart Paul

For Tuesday,September 22
IF TODAY IS YOUR BIRTHDAY:
You're a disciplined person who din ves on
peace and order. Establishing a stabk predictable routine gives you a comforting feeling of
control over your world.Loving and supportive,
your family provides a solid foundation upon
*Ilia you Ircild yarr career and foendships.
ARIFS(March 21 - April 19): Communication is a .wo way street: If a family member
chooses not *0 listen, their is little you can do
about jt Explanations fall on deafears when the
Sun enters Libra during direct Uranus, so dc
what you must without asking permission.
TAURUS(April20- May 20.): You:arr.:tot
quick to angt..., but once someone dam manage
7et under your skin your tc"•••
explosive! feamwork is difficult at this time
Establishing .'out independence is imixutant.
and don't be baited into an argument you aren't
prepared to win.
GEMINI(Mn,, I - Junk 20). Your
mind is quick to discover new methods and
techniques to make life flow more smoothly.
Convincing fantily and co-workers to put your
ideas into practice is a different kczle of fish.
however. Wait until they're ready to listen.
CANCER(Jame 21 -July 22):Expert legadvice is needed before signing contracts or
bindingclocuments when lvtacurysquaresMars
This influence makes tiny details essential to
your success. It's the "inconsequentials" which
will make or break your plans!
LEO(July.. 23- Aug.22): Your willingness
to stand up for your beliefs is tested. Don't
compromise for the sake ofharmony if it means
going against your principles. Should your insight and experience point one way. while everybody else points the other, ycydll know
which way to go!
VIRGO(A ug.23-Sept.22):A strong Solar
influence sparks disagreements on issues involving friendship and money. Your grasp of
financial matters is right on the mark Continue
with your plans despite what others say.
LIBRA (Sept. 2.3 - Oct. 22): Success is a
matter ofbeing in the right place at the right time
and letting others know exactly what you can
do! Maintaining a high career and social
gives you the opportunity to reach a goal.
SCORPIO(OM 23- Nov.21): Step hack
and let others lead the charge at home,school or
work today. You'll make more working quietly
in the background. Drawing attention to yourself or to your plans will only create needless
opposition. Solo efforts are very productive!
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21): A
struggle for control at home or at work is counterproductive but unavoidable.This is a difficult
time for anything that requires cooperation,
especially in the morning hours. Direct Uranus
later in the day will restrain this troublesome
influence somewhat hut not entirely.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22- Jan. 19): Your
detem iination gives you a competitive edge:
You will overcome objections and otaanictiorts
and reach your goals, no matter what! It is
possible to push others too hard, however.
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20- Feb. 18): An increased ability to persuade and convince others
puts you in a leadershiprole when thesun enters
Libra and your solar 9th house. Social connections help you further your c..veer ambitions.
PISCES(Feb. 19 - March 20): Financial
matters begin tosnow improvement.butromantli issues remain clouded due to the ,nfluerice of
I Irani's. Secrets should remain hidden from the
one you love for the present.
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New York Times Daily Crossword .° 0810
ACROSS
Grist receiver
s Aircraft
personnel
9 Honkers
i• Reveler's cry of
old
15 Lead-in for
grarn
is Damask-rose
perfume
i7 Not tem or
new
18 Inspired
19 Gunwale
adlunct
20 'Better a blush
(Beginning
of a Cervantes
quotei
,
,11.,
23 Con,,,

24 Poetic

contraction
2$ - up (gather
quickly)
=Library
instrument
II Unruly crowd
34 Just about
36 Developer's
purchase
37 Sufficiently
cooked
36 "Mon --- t'
39 Ca! - -tails
41 Malt kiln
42 Jailer! and Miller
43 Chaney or Nol
44 Calf's stomach
mer ibrane
46 Asian festival
47 Jason's
sorceress
49 Sample

ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
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So Group of
whales
Si Savoir-faire
53 Conclusion of
the quote
60 Slipknot loop
61 Toward the
mouth
62 English
humorist
Edward -63 Dean Martin
party
44 Musica' sound
65 Cement
ingredient
66 Llama's habitat
67 - of the earth
iiitt 'Pardon roe'
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1

Office note
2 A gran° duke of
Muscovy
3 Kind of cause
4 Lustful
6 Recompense
7 Branch of goy!
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MA 10 Allen ot the
Revolution
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11 College or thr
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25 Egypt's Anwar

40 Cain's land
4$ Impress

26 Singer Patsy
27 Flower

spike

29 Skirt style
30 Long or short

weight
31 Eerie noises
Thames
32 A-55aLl0
12 Room in a
33 Mictler or Davis
hacienda
13 Before in poes+, 35 City on the
Tagus
21 Holiday
preceders
37 Renaissance
0 22 Wobble
sculptor

distinctly
a
cappella sonas
44 Available
comitatus
50
62 Unwelcome
mosquito

47 Some

5.3 Blessing
$4 Burden
SS Dollar bill
SG Disney movie
37 Ali but

u

F,eewav et,*

so Cincr less &Li:
SO New Deal letters

Get answers to any three clues
by touch-tone phone: 1-900-4705656(75t each m)nute

Personal Astrology( Consultations by Telephone
Call 1-900-726-3063 to talk 1-on-1 with a professional astrologer about your

To bring a correction to our attention, contact the Editor at .5811271 between the hours of 9 a.m.
and noon., or stop In the office in
the basement of Lord Hall.

personal concens - love and compatability work, money. career.
relationships. family
Not a tape or computer message! Astrologers are available seven days a
week, morning through evening, at a cost of $2.99 per minute. which is billed
to your telephone. The first minute is FREE You must be 18 or older Call
today - 1-900-726-3036.
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•Campus Living

New uses proposed for dosed residence halls
By Jill Harmon

and Hancock. wanting to stay in the west
area as well as close to the gym. Hannibal
Hamlin and Oak residents seemed to be
concerned with moving into Hart or York
village," Barbara Smith. assistant director
of Campus Living, said.
Ciree Allen, former area manager of
south canipus. said many people moved
from Corbett Hall into Cumberland.
"Residential Life also removed the
first-year student distinction from rooms
in Hart to give residents from Hannibal
and Oak an opportunity to stay in wenl

Vo!unteer Winter
Last spring, Dunn, Corbett. -Hannibal
Hamlin and Oak Halls wert shut down by
Residential Life, now Campus Living.
Residents of the buildings organized a
petition tin\ e to keep the halls open. the
money wasn't there, so the halls closed.
Residents then found housing in other
residence halls or off campus.
"It seemed that most of the residents of
Dunn and Conbett seemed to move to Hari

.gt
Just

bring your student ID

campus]. Smith said.
Dunn Hall is still used by Campus Living as a guest facility nnd houses between
20-25 guests a night. According to Greg
Allen, manager of Dunn. the hall brought in
$50,000 in revenue for Campus Living.
The nightly rate for housing is $13 per
person for double occupancy or $19 for
single occupancy .
Cain us Living no longer has control
over ('orbett. Oak and Hannibal Hamlin
Halls.
Anita \Vilify. director of Insinutiorni
Planning. is currently in the process of
convertng the first floor of Corbett into
office space. She said the space will be
used to house university affiliated programs.
Dr. 1,u Zeph. director of the Center
for Community Inclusion division of university al i;nated prontnans said. —Mt. center is relatively new and is housed in ternporan offices. The pnmary reasnii that we
are moving into Corbett is that the buildings. required hy state law, wil! he converted to an accessible hall.Wihry said Instinnional Planning is also

Old Town Bowling CenteF.

looking into using the upper floors of Cotbett for office space. Offices focused on
issues concerning off-campus resources will
be able to apply for space in the building.
-This decision was based on the fact
that Corbett Hall has a large parking area
and that the hall is relatively can), to amt.Wihry said.
The Office of Institutional Planning is
still taking proposals for the use of Hannibal Hamlin and Oak Halls. Among the
current proposals are plans to make Hannibal Hamlin and Oak a student center to
house student clubs and cooperatives.
"We want both buildings. Hannibal for
Student Services, and Oak to house student
clubs.- Brent Littlefield. student government president. said
Another proposal would combine the
Financial Aid. Business and Registrar's
offices in the same location. Others suggest using the space for the Honors. Gradunte ann. International Programs office.
The nffice of Institutional Planning's
proposal deadline is Sept. 21. Open forums will be held to receive feedback and
suggestions before a final decision is made.

ELECT

185 Center Street
Old Town, ME 04468
Phone: 207-827-2874

Raymond Cota
Legislature
District 130

Offer valid Monday thrf..)ugh Saturday from 1 2 to S

MEM
SHIEEM

Experience that will work for

You
Education
Budget Priorities
Economic Development

TEM BAND
LIDO\'HU

TAJ MAUL
•

ALM ORA
-

SUGARLOAF

Rltk IIAKk

ilk

•" "DOLLAR- BILL

1

SEASON PASS

OCTOBER 5th
8:00 P.M.
Maine Center for the Arts
'SY Student/Faculty/Staff
6e -P—al Public

TiC•P' Sales LOCOIIIRS
%taunt- Casts tor 1St Arts
Mondpv f1:00 a.m. - 41111p.m.

$8.00
MOO)

-hr tinier Zottet Shp/
lkinndao, • Sutorta‘
- 110 p.m. -11.3t Ft

fltnrmattor nortset nolbruitura Dmprarm. tritcr

511

$250 Before 10-1-92
$350 Beforp 11-,1-97
$650 Attu Ii 1 -92,
Look for our booth at the union starting 9-21. See IiN
Nickels Apt. 11
Tort 1/511age x61198 or Athletic Ticket Office. Wend
Arena.
SkLOnt.y9J)ays a_nd_Your fassis Paid _Fist!
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• Football team outgunned by Northeastern, 47 - 36
• Women's soccer picks up first win
• Densmore sparks field hockey squad to victory

The Campus •Black Bear football
Sports Ticker Huskies hand
Black Bears first k )ss, 47-36
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
LOS ANG" (AP') L)4)!Straw berry's co-again,off-again hack surgeon: ts
on vainThe Los Angeles Dodgers °Infielder,
limited'043 games this season by a heni ated disk. made the derisior while driving
to Dodger Shadium. He will have the surge)."Tuesday morning.
I.R.obert Watkins.thesczaJisttreatir
Stramberry. Man-Med him befere Webesaisday's ga-TE with Si Diego
fiedutithhi3o.xxiition.Strawberry played and
dose in his fiTSIoiri 4TICe My 19.
Scan.Oen y a• on dr disabled list twice
thayearafteran injurynationard I9:as I earn, Fop when he nit 28. EJOITIM-S %vitt 99 RBIs
in 139 gad-es..

Don't you hate leaving a game when you
think it's over, and you get home and discover it malls wasn't'
That w as the scenario Saturday as the
t'nis ersity of Maine got caught in a shootout
with Northeastern and came up a little short.
losing 47-36.
The game was often exciting and often

ugly. There was nine touchdown passes to
go with 10 interceptions We saw 732 total
yards of offense. 19 punts. eight fumble-se
foci quarterbacks and a partridge in a pear
tree.
The game. however, didn't start eta so
wild. After a couple of sputtering drives by
both siden the Black hears coughed up the
ball on their own 32 and NU quarterback
Ralph Barone hit wideout Tim Boudreau for
the first score.That was it for the first quarter

scoring.
Northeastern had the hall to star the
second qo a. but Barone was picked off
by 1.1*laines defensive back Lance Boston.
UMaine couldn't protect the hall either, as
they again turned it over on their own 32.
Balone made them pay again. hitting another TD pass anti NU led 12-0. missing a two
point conversion.
Sec NORTHEASTERN on page 15

130S1'ON iAi — The ik*Ntori aloes
1311ra:bed their first move tithe priso-Larry
Bird era,snatching Xavier McDaniel from
dr New York Kniths.
Twenty-three days after Bird rened the
Ceines signed McDaniel. an unrestriaed
free ageae to a five-year contract with three
years Iraaranteed. after he ciew impanel*
with the Ki*ks negotiating pax.
In seven NBA seasons,dr6-foot-7 McDaniel has averaged 19.1 points and 6.8
rebounds per game alldhii 49.3 percent field
goals. He averaged 13.7 points arxj 5.t reham* last season but inyroved to 18.8
poiats and 72rebounds cktring the playtafE.
AfterrnorethanfiveseaaansaithSmdie_he
was Laded to Ptrenia in December 1990.The
Sias sent him to New York before last season.
UMaine's Brian Gairie(89)scores the Black Bears'first touchdown in Saturday's 47-36 loss to Northeastern.(Boyd photo).

Brian McCall. Manor, .-eers, Ed Flahefty, Paul Fulotte and Whitney Leeman
will beinducted into the I_ "Maine Sports Hall
of Fame on October 16.
McCall coached men's baskethan at
Ulalathefrom 1958 to 1968.compiling I20OS career woad Rogers esttied het hitchelor's degree from Maine in 1930 and
enjoyed RICCeSS in several spoits befoie
becoming an adramistratiar of athletics.
Flaherty-. currently the baseball watt t
Southern Maine. led the Black Bears to the
Coker. World Series in 1975, leading the
ram in letting Li:0er earned 16 New England sann tides in her four-year swirrirrang
ca-eer that ended in 1984. Falcate won three
Yankee Conference cross tx-untry damp, 1shships in a career tha inalonnated in 1955_

Thelaniainitylhinankaaa
their season Faiday by placing severe)in the
l'reversay of Connecticut 1992 Golf Invitational in Wilhrnantic, Conn. 71r liCcirmn
-Blue- team ns:on the event with a score of
293. while UNlaines final tally Was 317.
Top finishers for the Black Bears included Jon Conley, kff Wass and Heath
Cowan with 78's t tied for 21s1 placeI.
Todd DLifregne, with an 83(tied for 3801)
and Tom DelRosso. 's 84(tied for 41st 1.

•UlViaine Soccer

Wumen's soccer takes
first win over LTRJ,4 ()
By Chris Castellano
Sports Writer
When the women's soccer team took the
f-,eld on Sunday against the Inaiversita of
Rhode Island. they had two things going for
them
The first was that they were playing a
team that was se far winless this season The
other was that thanks to Family and Friends
TMaiae
v.eekend there v. as a large crowd oil
supporters cheenng them on.
The Black Bears played nothing like a
team that was 0-& but more like a team that
was 4-0.
They took advantage of a more slower
and less physical team on their way to a 4-0
win over the Rams of Rhode Island.
"Our midfielders put the pressure on
their backs. They were slower than us and
wejust stvecided their defense.- said UMaine
Coach Diane Boettcher.
The Black Bears dominated play in
1 RI s defensive zone,out-strain n n. the Ran-a

by a 13-7 ad'antage and continuously
beating Ram defenders to loose balls.
"We knew coming in that they were
going to be tough to beat. They. got off to
a an unlucky start this season, but the're
better than their record.- said L'R1 Assisrant Coach Jim Kennedy .
Alaine opened the scoring at the 8.52
r,--I of the first half when 'hnsuna Conored her first goal of the season.
t
in a penalty shot.
da Pelkey recened a lead pass
k
from ka;:hei Ryan and was tripped when
Ram goalkeeper Jen Ernst tried a slide
tackle.
The Black Bears struck again at the
2241mark of the first half when Rs an
knocked in the rebound of an Amanda
Darlak shot.
Darlak took the ball down the left side
of !he field and blasted a shot outside the
ctrcle
Sec SOCCER on page 14

Bones, thc
Patriots, and me
By Chad Firm
Sports Editor
I was sitting around mysports-stud bachelor pad
(read: bare, depressing
dorm room the other das..
chewing the fat with my
roommate from here on
identified as "Boner- to protect his identity I. discussing the[night ofhis belosed New
England Patriots.
Now. Boner is a great guy and all, don't
get me wrong. but when it comes te Boston
sports. his vision is somewhat obstructed.
For instance, he truly believed, deep
down inside of h:s scrawny little body. that
Johnns. Most w as an objective broadcaster
Really And each year. I know spring is near
ben the Bonernan begins babbling about
hoa. "it's finally the year the for the Red
Sox
And.of cour$.e. I can't ff,reet the time he
went out and bought a Lady RcnTunglon. not
Sec COLUMN on page 16

•••••••-
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UMW

•
Soccer _wins

from page 13

Ernst initially made the save, but then let the Black Bears scored
their fourth goal and
the rebound slip behind her as Ryan knocked second of the half.
it home.
Rhonda Pelkey took a loose ball and
The goal was Ryan's first collegiate goal took a shot that trickled in off
the goal ellS1
and it gave Maine a 2-0 advantage as the half for her fast of the season.
came to a close.
Goalkeeper Allison Snooks turned away
.Maine contintied to pressure and all seven Ram shots recording
her first shutfrustrate the Ram defense
the start of out of the season, and her first unassisted
the second half and finally scored at the shutout of her career.
12:03 mark when the Black Bears were
Excluding UMaine's season opening loss
rewarded a Direct kick just outside the to Hartford (8-0). the Black
Bear defense
goal cirdc.
has limited their opponents to 6 goals in
Jen Farina knocked in he kick just their last 4 games(a 1.50 GAA).
avoiding the post giving ...IMaine a 3-0
The Black Bears next home game is Oct.
advantage
17 against Boston College, in a non-conferThe goal was Farina's first of the season. ence match-up.
Aftei URI back Carla Evans gave URI
Black Bear Notes:
their best scoring chance of the game by
The win against the University of Rhode
streaking down the rizht side of the field and Island is the first Division twin for
the team
letting go a shot that hit the side of the net, since it became a varsity sport in
1990.

•UNiaine weekend wrapup

Densmore tallies hat
trick; tennis takes two
By Stuart Davis
Sports Writer
Lesa Densmore took matters into her
own hands and scored three goals in leading
the University of Maine field hockey team
to a 3-0 victory ove; Hofstra Saturday in
New York.
Sunday.I. TN1aine and CW Post University battled to scoreless tie Sunday. Despite a
32-2 UNIaine shot advantage the Black Bears
could not score. I:Maine goalie Mary Lou

Winstel turned away both shots
UMaine is now 1-3-i.
On the cross country scene Saturday.
UMaine, with 22 points defeated the University of New Hampshire (46i.Bowdoin
(72), and Rhode Island (82). Running at
Brunswick the Black Bears had the first four
finishers who all came in with a time of
26:02.
The UMaine women's tennis team was
also in action OPc wPeIrpnri. On Saturday the
Black Bears defeated UMass-Lowell 6-3

Jumior Midfielder Christina Contardo (19) breaks away from a defender
during Sunday's 4 - 0 Black Bear victory (Boyd photo)

LUNT A
Ut)CCILL

_
205 NORTH MAN STREET. BREWER ME 34612
TEL 989-4424

S4

al' APPOINTMENT
OR WALK-INS WELCOME

STUDENT DISCOUNTS EVERYDAY

Wernher 14.1)42
1:4C P111
%twine 11-1E311

Have a rugby player! 1)carry your books
2) wash your car 3)clean your room, etc... If
your bid is highest, that rugby player will do
what is asked of him, within reason, until 12
noon on Friday, September 25... Bids accepted
by silent auction...

CJEFER
PAUL MITCHELL & AMC°
PROFESSIONAL PRODUCTS

HOURS
MONDAY: 8:00-5:00
TUESDAY-FRIDAY: 8:00-8:00
SATURDAY: 9:00-3:00

All Proceeds tc benefit Uowneast
Ha Frothers / Ha Sisters
Sp( nsored 1w UniversW of Maine
Mens LuaW Club

Li6A HARRIAMN, OWNER & CERTIFIED PAUL MITCHELL ASSOCIATE

J
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Northeastern beats Black Bears
from page 13
Thel f'44airie offense was going nowhere.
Neither Ben Sinnans nor Ray Baur could
find any room to run,as the Huskies kept the
middle clogged, which turned out to be the
!siortheastern game plan.
"We wanted to get them into a throwing
game," Head Coach &iffy Gallup said "We
knew they had the good backs in Sirmans
and Baur so we wanted to clog up the gut and
make them throw."
7MaiiIe also struggled on special teams.
Late in the quarter an ii yard punt led to

another NU scor? as Barone struck
again
and it was 19-0.
But UMaine held on If they had
to pass.
so be it, they would.
Quarterback Emilio
Colon marched his troops from their
own 24
down to the Huskie 10. the last play
a ".?0yard strike to Kenny Squires.
Colon got the TD on a 10-yard pass to
Brian Ciaine and the Black Bears were
on
the board. 19-7 Northeastern pot the
ha!!
with 2:50 on the clock. plenty of time
for
a final drive. But if you live by the run
and

shoot, you die by it, and Barone got picked INT in the next two series, while Barone
off by Dan Girard, who ran it in for the notched his sixth ID pass
to make it 47-21
score. Now it was 19-14 and the momen- and end the third quarter.
tum had swung,just as the half ended.
Cue started the fourth with a strike to
But as the second half stared. UMaine Squires— 47-28. Barone was intercepted
had lost itc momertum. Soon thereafter, and UMaine converted on a Sirmans dive
they lost their quarterback. Colon was lev- from the two. They added a two-point coneled by defensive hack Silas Calhoun and let version making it 47-36. But that was all
go a floater that was intercflited by Chris the comeback the Black Bears had, as both
Pf.trnne and retrirried fnr 2 76-14 lp.rt Colon tarns
failed to score the rest of ,he way.
was done for the day with a shoulder strain
"We didn't perform consistently from
and was replaced by sophomore Jason Cue. the very beginning. We were haunted hy
The ternas exchanged punts, then Bar- penalties and had field position. it was hard
one struck again. After a couple of short to get going when we always had our hacks
completions. Barone struck again on a 25- against the wall" Maine Coach Kirk Feyard pass that put NU up 33-14.
rentz said after the loss.
Here was another spot for fans to cash it
"But this week off will be a blessing as we
in, but it wasn't over yet. Cue came back can regroup and get back to basics," he said.
with a quick strike to Tony Szydlowski and
On the other side. Gallup said he saw the
it was 33-21 But this was Barone's kind of win as"A big confidence win,one that gives
fight. He hit his own quick strike and broke us creditability."
the Northeastern record for TD passes in a
"The line gave me a lot of time. and our
game with five, making it was 40-21.
wing and fling offense just took over." BarCue came hack and threw two straight onr said.
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Italian • Mexican • American
Cocktails • Burgers • Children's Menu

defend.
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Party With Us!
• Sunday - Long island Ice Ted
1/2 PRICE 4-30pm-C
Alcohol Free Karaoke
18 years or older 8:30pm-C
• Monday Night Football
75( Drafts
with Purchase of any appetizer!

UMaire quarterback Emilio Colon stands dejected on the sideline after
injuring his shoulder Saturday. Stev,2 Cates (82) consoles him (Boyd photo)

Located on Bangor Mall Boulevard, next to Shop 'n Save, 990-3300

Good Bikes Cheap
Psave/
I*46"72.

$349.00
,5
•
$389.00
1992 Timberline
$289.00
1992 CT Outpost
$325.00
1992 GT Pantera
36A Main St. Orono 866-3525
$335.00
1992 GT Taiera
save 42.
1991 17.5" jamis Dakar Sport $749.00 Full XT -74$15"
1991 Jamis Exile
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Ask about Monday & Friday Rides
!ours: Mon.9-5

Tues.-Thurs. 9-7,

Fri. 9-5

Sat. 9-4

Closed Sunday
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Fnm column
for any special woman in his life, but because he felt that "supporting Victor Kiam
was supporting the Patriots and I'm a true
Patriot."
Get my point? He's a Boston fan all the
way down to his Ray Bourque 1 nderoos,
but the most scary thing is that he honestly
expects each team to win their respective
'eague championship every year.
But anyway, we were talking sports like
we always do. when I made the comment
that they'll probably go 0-lo--the-season.
Then Boner did something that really scared
me. lae agreed with me.
You see, my view of Boston sports is that
of the skeptical media-type. Whenever things
start to go wrong, which they frequently
have in recent years (at least in the cases of
the Patriots and, lately, the Red Sox), 1
immediately take the gloom-and-doom approach and start writing the rest of the season off.
Meanwhile.Boner always seems to view
it as just a little bump on the road to his
team's ineNitable success later on. But the
only thing that is really inevitable is my
gloang after Boner's teams crash and burn.
So it shocked me when he agreed with
me. It had to be a first in the five years that
I have known(and disagreed)with him. and
I didn't really know how to react. I prodded
him further. I attacked the Patriots.

Maine ea
help wanted
Wanted: Responsible persons to
become phonathon associates.
Excellent pay, on campus,
telemarketing experience helpful,
not necessary wili train right
individuals Workstudy and nonworkstudy positions. Apply now at
Crossland Alumni Center .
Students wanted to promote
weekend trips to Montreal. Skiing
and whitewater rafting also available Call Collect (514)861-3335.
EMERGENCY! Expanding company
needs hardworking reliable students
to mail our diet brochures from
home/Dorm. Earn up to $200 PT or
$1,000 FT. Employees Needed
Immediately! For job application
send Self-addressed stamped
envelope: Colossal Marketing,
Employee Processing, PO Box
291140 Port Orange, FL 32129.
$252.50 sell 50 funny, college Tshirts & make $252.50. No financial
obligation A risk free program. Avg.
sales time 4-6 hours. Choose
from 18 designs. For more info
call free 1-800- 733-3265.
Attractive male and female
wanted for exotic dancing serious
inquiries only Exotica 947-4406.
Campus Reps Wanted Heatwave
Vacations Spring Break 1993 The
best rates and the biggest commissions for more information, call
800-395-WAVE.

Wrapup

from Ngc 13
"Hugh Millen isn't worth a million
bucks." I said. -He's hasn't proven anything."
"You're right," Boner said. -And Tommy Hocison's iialt worth a nickel. either."
What? i was sure he'd say Millen was
the second coming of Joe Montana,(or at
least of Marc Wilson, who Coner
was a "damn good passer"), while Hodson
only needs experience in order to become
the next great Patnots quarterback. Then I
could have used the zinger tine, a I la. Patti.
ots have never even had a good quarterback,"just to get his ec,at, and tht. Ufl would
really begin.
But there would be no fun at all for yours
truly or this day,only bewilderment. Boner
and I talked about tin. rats' lack of depth on
both the offensive and defens:ae lines, Leonard Russell's male ability to fumble just
when it looks like they mightictually score,
and all sorts of other Patriot flaws big aid
small. We never disagreed
I didn't know what to do. So I dropped
the Patriots like Donald did Ivana and began
picking on his other teams.
"Bruins won't be able to win the big one
without Neely." I said. Ac -.-:odded his
approval.
14 MM.
"McDaniel's no Bird. you know,"!tossed
him, knowing full well Boner was in X-

FEMALE AND MALE MODELS
wanted for posters, calenders and
commercial projects. Nationwide
publishers looking fcr ,he following; female; must be slim petite
and very attractive, prefer tan.
Maie; must be exceptionally good
looking, medium to rugged build,
prefer tan. Will be paid upon
acceptance and will receive national model credit. Call for interview between the hours of 8:00
a.m. and 1000 a.m., Mon 21st,
Tues 22nd, Wed 23rd. Tel 8274550, Mr. Buck.
Spring Break '93 Panama City
Beach, Florida Sales Re,--yesentative
needed to work with the *1 Spring
Break Team TRAVEL ASSOCIATES
AND TOUR EXCEL Sell the BEST
properties on the beach SUMMIT
CONDOMINIUMS, MIRACLE
BEACH RESORT HOLIDAY INN,
PIER 99 Earn top commission and
free trips For more information call
i. - -

miscellaneous
I need a ride to 11 of Del. or to NJ
during Oct. Break Will help pay for
gas Contact Mark Dean 1-7588
LSAT-GMAT-MCAT-GRE
KAPLAN
The answer to the test question
1-800-KAP-TEST
ADOPTION. Loving couple wish to
share our lives with a newbor. Call
Joyce/Jerry: 1-800-831-0187.

Winning for UMaine was #2 singles player
;en Goldstein (6-2.6-2).#4 Jen Grinnell(61.6-4) and #6 Laura Holloway (6-4.6-41.
All three of the doubles teams wer victorious for the Black Bears.
On Sunday they took on Bentley College
defeating them 6-3. Scoring victories were
#2 Goldstein (6-2,6-2). *3 Gnnnell (7-6,46,6-2), #4 Wendy Semonian (7-6.6-4) and
#5 Holloway (6-1,6-0). Two doubles teams
also won. The team is now 3-4
Back on the soccer front the UMairai
men's team also saw action this weekend.
On Fnday the Black Bears improved iheir
record to 2-0-1 (1-0 in the N AC)with a 1-0
win over Northeastern in Brookline. Mass.
Jake Ouimet scored the lone goal off a Mike
Dunphy assist. The goal came on a two on
one breakaway in which Dunphy drew the
defender on himself and got the hall across
to Ouirnet whose first shot was blocked but
put the rebound in for the score.
On Sunday , the team suffered its first
loss of the season A-2 at Boston University. The Terriers jumped out to a 4-0 lead
before UMaine scored.(Jul met finally goi
Maine on the hoard with Ins fitth goal of
the season. Jared Morse got the other
UMaine tally as Dunphy assisted on both
goals. The Black Bears are now 2-1-1 and
I-1 in the North Atlantic Conference.They
next play host to Drexel in conference
action Friday. Sept. 25.

Man fan. I was sure I'd get some son of
return about Xavier's leadership qualities or
something else as ndicaloas
But he just answered philisophicallya
"No one is Bird. It won't he the same this
year." Good comeback.
I scowled at him, not knowing what to do
or say. I started grasping at straws.
"Clemens won't win the Cy Young."
said. "It's the Eck's turn. Remember when
he was with Boston? Traded him for Buckner. it I remetrher non." l'his will get him,
thought.
Wrong Boner just smiled.
Looking at his meaky grin. knowing that
he had finally gotten to me after all my
mental tricks and slams on him.lfelt like an
idiot. But suddenly I realized how much
I've enjoyed our bickering the last five years.
!think we both did it all in good fun(after all,
I've always arguing as a sport), and I don't
think that even half the time we really believed what we were saying. I know I didn't.
It was riatn then I knew what to say
"You know, Bone.. -Tex Patriots really
aien't that had this year..."

fishy PSA

us classifieds

Stop by the baSetheld of-Lot d
ifâfl fat ioutclassilfrd ad.

Seamstress: Over 20 yrs. experience, replace zippers, hemming,
etc, Will pick up + deliver. Call
Jeanne 827-5115.
SCHOLARSHIPS-Every student
eligible. Student Scholarship
Services, 1323 S. State Rd 7, #424,
N. Laud, FL 33068
Complete Workout avail. start
Oct. step aerobics 1st wk free.
Exper. instructor 15/mo Catching
Rays 827-2456.
CAching Rays Old Town 8272456 1 mo. unlim. tan $35/12 tans
$30 1 mo.()Him. tan & fitness $45
ENGINEERING MAJORS-INVENTORS-Do-It Your -Self Patent
Drafting booklet. A must to obtain
your own patent. $7.00 DraftingBosx 24-Hollis, N.H. 03049.
Looking for two roommates to
share house in Old Town two live
here now $220 includes all but
ohone call early before 9 am or
after 10 827-3694.
Gorgeous male and female exotic
dancers for birthdays special
occasions & parties call Exotica

LOST: Gray wallet 9/17 outside of
Jenness Hall. Anyone info please
contact Yn Xiong in PM 200 Jennev_.
LOST: Maroon Georgio Arrnani glass
case po.)sibly in Shible5 -

apartments

ORONO furrushed 1 bedroom plus
storage Main Rd, $300/mo plus heat.
Sec./Dep. References. Call 866-5518.
Are you a student looking to save
money on housing? We are
motivated sellers of a 1978 12x60
trailer in an Old Town Park. Asking
$12,600-with many incentives
You could own for $300/mth. Call
_eves. 782-3695.
ORONO. WASHBURN PLACE.
$660/Mo. AVAILABLE JANUARY 1,
19'3. W/D hookup. Luxury 2 BR
Townhome. Incl. heat, water, sewer.
No Pets. Sec. Dep. One year lease.
Oche to campus Ca!! 945-6955

ge17-440F,

lost & found
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FOUND: In the language lab 2
pairs of glasses--one purple frames,
the other gold metal. Stop by 213
Little or call x2076.
FOUND: Silver key Fri 9/11 in the
North Bangor Lounge of the
Union. Call x8620.
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for sale
88 they. Celebrity Jv1ooerate mileage
excellent hody-interior 2,800-wil
negotiate John 581-2835.
4 mc. dwarf bunny. Brown/black
black eyes cage, shavings, food
includ. $45 B/0 call 866-5510.
Custom made lofts to fit your
room. $75 or BO Call Katie at
866-0374
For Sale: one 3-speed 11" fan.
Never used, still in original box. Call
Mike Gallagher at 581-6871.

